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Țuca Zbârcea & Asociații Names New Partners 

Țuca Zbârcea & Asociații has added two Partners to its ranks while five other lawyers were promoted to

various roles, as part of the firm’s annual performance review taking place in November.

Țuca Zbârcea & Asociații made up Dan Cristea and Ciprian Timofte to Partners, thus bringing the total

number of Partners to 27. The appointments are effective from January 1st, 2020.

Dan Cristea is a dispute resolution lawyer with 13 years of expertise, having been directly involved in or having

coordinated complex litigation files in various areas of law, such as public procurement,

contentious-administrative, corporate/commercial law or sports law. He has championed the firm’s public

speaking programs designed for law students or C-level executives in public and private companies, aspiring to lay

the foundations for a successful speech or simply enhance their public speaking skills. 

Ciprian Timofte specialises in corporate/commercial law, as well as mergers & acquisitions and has a legal career

which spans 13 years. He heads Țuca Zbârcea & Asociații’s data protection practice group and, in recent years, he

has led complex data privacy projects in all relevant industries, impressing the firm’s clients with his pragmatic yet

innovative approach when needed.

The firm also announced that five other lawyers were promoted to Managing Associate and Senior Associate roles,

in a bid to further strengthen the firm’s practice in mergers & acquisitions, real estate, litigation and international

arbitration, intellectual property and environmental law. The new Managing Associates are Veronica Aman, 

Cornelia Tabîrța and Dana Blaer, while Robert Trailescu and Elena Carabineanu became Senior Associates.

“This year’s promotions reflect our ongoing commitment to recognise and reward the talent and the outstanding

professional achievements of our lawyers. These promotions are a well-deserved accomplishment and I am

positive all seven lawyers will remain devoted on delivering the same level of client service and legal prowess in

the years ahead”, said Florentin Țuca, Managing Partner of Țuca Zbârcea & Asociații.
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